Purgatory Creek Natural Area

Each trail has its own letter and number combinations written on each symbol. It is important for hikers to respect these markers and avoid removing them, as doing so can cause confusion for future hikers and emergency personnel aiding those who need assistance in the parks.

The next time you hit the trails, make sure to keep an eye out for those trusty trail markers!

If you need to call 911:
1. Find the nearest trail marker to you
2. Tell 911 the letter and number combination

Here’s an example of the trail markers you’ll see on trails here in San Marcos!

Each trail has its own letter and number combinations written on each symbol.

(Example: Our Porcupine trail markers are labeled P1, P2, P3, etc.)

It is important for hikers to respect these markers and avoid removing them, as doing so can cause confusion for future hikers and emergency personnel aiding those who need assistance in the parks.

The next time you hit the trails, make sure to keep an eye out for those trusty trail markers!